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Excecutive Summary
To shift the sterotypical and harmful narratives about Africa, ANF leverages data to study the narrative ecosytem on different
platforms to inform its stragetgies. In this report, conversations about Africa on twitter in the month of June 2021 have been
analysed to provide insights on what is being said, not only by news agencies, but also individuals through their twitter
accounts.

Methodology
Tweets, retweets and twitter replies mentioning "Africa" and/or any of the 54 Africa countries have been collected and
analysed. The data is collected about 3 days after the tweet has been posted so as to capture close to all reactions (likes,
replies and retweets) to a given tweet - we have seen that over 97% of the reactions take place within 3 days.

Hashtags
We look at hashtags that trended with each of the African countries, and hashtags that were widely used across countries to
get a glimpse of what dominated conversations about African countries.
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Most Popular Hashtag tagged with Country

The table below shows the hashtags that were widely and popularly used in tweets about African countries. The hashtag,
#COVID19 was the widely used hashtag as it was tagged atleast once with 53 out of 54 African countries, followed by
#EURO2020 for the ongoing European Championship in 46 African countries. #Bitcoin came in the 3rd place and was the most
popular hashtag in Tunisia (see map graphic above). #KeepitOn that was used to raise concerns about Twitter shutdown in
Nigeria came forth as it was tagged with 43 African countries. A similar hashtag, #TwitterBan was also used for the same
concern but not widely used as #KeepitOn, but became the most popular hashtag with Rwanda (see map graphic above). We
also see World Environment Day and World Refugee day becoming one of the widely used hashtags tagged with 41 and 40
African countries respectively. #June12Protest, to protest what protesters called bad governance in Nigeria, was tagged in
31 African countries, and didnt only trend at number one in Nigeria, but in other 3 African countries, namely; Benin, Kenya and
Tanzania. It is also important to note that it was the most tweeted in terms of number of accounts (62,218 accounts). Both
#Tigray and #FixTheCountry were tagged in 28 countries, with #Tigray becoming the most popular hastag tagged with Eritrea
and Ethiopia, while #FixTheCountry was most popular in Ghana.

Hashtag No. of Countries No. of Accounts
#COVID19
#EURO2020
#Bitcoin
#KeepitOn
#WorldEnvironmentDay
#WorldRefugeeDay
#TwitterBan
#June12thProtest
#Tigray
#FixTheCountry 6,926

15,054
62,218
11,597
2,430
1,169
21,017
8,310
9,877
12,126

28
28
31
37
40
41
43
44
46
53

Widely used Hashtags

Reactions

Text Name Followers Topic

The 2010 World Cup in South Africa
https://t.co/7zieCjWhZS

Jay Rimmer 1,240 Sports

Spoke about this in my interview the other
day. The soil in Congo alone is worth $24
trillion. The money generated from this
soil and other resources yearly is
approximately $300 billion but Congo onl..

tristang300 633
Wealth In
Africa

Sadio Mane comes from the village of
Bambali in Senegal.

In 2019 he donated almost $350,000 to
build a school there...

B/R Football3,028,943 Sports

Streets will never forget when Spurs
toured South Africa and got shown levels
by the Pirates who were taking the
absolute piss<U+0001F62D>
https://t.co/ydB3utHPgm

Seth 792 Sports

On this day in 2010, the World Cup in
South Africa began with an iconic goal and
celebration from Siphiwe Tshabalala
<U+0001F30D> https://t.co/qNYsETkrBn

B/R Football2,984,439 Sports

Padma Vibhushan Sir Anerood Jugnauth, a
tall leader &amp; statesman, was the
architect of modern Mauritius. A proud
Pravasi Bharatiya, he helped forge the
special bilateral relationship that will be..

Narendra
Modi

68,873,626 Politics

Saddened to hear of the demise of Dr.
Kenneth David Kaunda, a respected world
leader and statesman. My deepest
condolences to his family and the people of
Zambia.

Narendra
Modi

69,120,130 Politics

The people of Nigeria will lead #bitcoin
<U+0001F1F3><U+0001F1EC>
https://t.co/A8Ev3tMkJS

jack 5,519,555 Bitcoin

I stand with Nigerians
<U+270A><U+0001F3FC><U+0001F1F3>..

ENISA 337,679
Twitter
Ban

#LFC star Sadio Mane has reportedly spent
more than £450,000 to help fund the
building of a hospital in his home village of
Bambaly in Senegal.
<U+0001F44F><U+0001F1F8><U+0001F..

Sky Sports
Premier
League

6,109,592 Sports

96,502

59,620

51,500

42,674

41,570

38,348

37,647

36,547

36,528

35,472

Most liked Tweets

To understand what topics people are interested in, we take a look at the most liked tweets tagged with African countries.
What is more interesting is accounts with as low as 1,240 followers and 633 followers having the top 2 most liked tweets. The
most liked tweet is about Sports and the second liked tweet is about Wealth in Africa. Of the top 10 most liked tweets, 5 are
about Sports, 2 politics, and the 3 other tweets about Wealth in Africa, Bitcoin, and Twitter Ban. Whereas most of the tweets
could have been liked given the large following of the accounts, it is worth noting for the top 2 tweets and the 4th tweet
posted by accounts with less than 1,300 followers. The 2 Politics tweets were  condolence messages by the India's Prime
Minister for former leaders, Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia and Anerood Jugnauth of Mauritius.

Unlike the most liked tweets, conversations around the most Retweeted tweets were mostly centred around Nigeria. But still
interesting is the most retweeted tweet about Wealth in Congo, that also appeared in the most liked iked tweets yet the
accounts has about 633 followers.

Text Name Followers
Spoke about this in my interview the other day. The soil in Con..tristang300 633
I stand with Nigerians <U+270A><U+0001F3FC><U+0001F1F..ENISA 337,679
Unreal. #Nigeria Gov bans Twitter indefinitely after its Presid..Joyce Karam 128,329
The energy in Nigeria <U+0001F1F3><U+0001F1EC> will tran..Ray “Uwaifo” Youssef19,543
The people of Nigeria will lead #bitcoin <U+0001F1F3><U+00..Jack 5,519,555
Stop deceiving the world with this democracy day, Nigeria is c..Samuel Mbah 491,776
Rakyat Morocco lakukan kempen 'sanitasi' pada tempat temp..Fakhri 141,771
Nigerian Goverment banned twitter because of public disgrac..Leo Dasilva 121,349
In solidarity with Nigeria <U+0001F1F3><U+0001F1EC>#Jun..Elsa Majimbo <U+00..338,410
A better Nigeria Concerns us all!!! We must not get tired of de..DeboMacaroni 1,255,708

24,416
20,008
17,418
13,059
12,927
12,132
11,641
11,102
11,046
10,939

Most Retweeted

Name
Bereket
Nigeria Newspapers Online
savetigrai
Desta Hagos
Africa Updates
Daniel
Michael
allAfrica.com
LionKing
tsegay 3,424

3,495
3,660
3,728
3,903
4,000
4,268
4,293
5,239
11,738

Accounts synonymous with conversations
about Africa countries

Looking at accounts that are most synonymous with
conversations about Africa in terms of tweets, replies and
retweets, an individual account (Bereket) has been engaged
in more conversation than even news agencies -  at 11,738
engagements more than twice the following News agency
(Nigeria Newspapers Online) at 5,239 engagements.
According to the accounts profile, it is a 12 year old
developer, designer and entreprenuer that has launched over
10 products.

Unpacking Conversations
To unpack conversations, we have been guided by the widely used hashtag, #COVID19 to understand the conversation about
the same, then what dorminated engagements by Bereket - the most engaging account-

Word
tigraygenocide

tigray
ethiopia

eu_commission
tigrayfamine

g7
war

people
nato
potus

Commonly used words by Bereket

On analysing Bereket's engagements by use of the commonly
used words in his engagements, we learn that his
conversations are centered around the situation in Tigray as
inidcated in the table on the right.

Accounts

Topic
Vaccinations

Cases
Wave
Deaths
Surges
Tests
Gender

Economic
Variant
Update

Top 10 Words tagged with Covid

Looking at the top 10 words tagged with Covid, Vaccinations
is by far the mostly used word with covid, meaning the
conversation about covid was centred around vaccination,
then cases, which wave, then deaths and so on as inidated in
the bar graph below.
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